Inquiry and order form for MEILLER sliding tarpaulins
for rear tippers and tipping semi-trailers

Note:
- only in combination with tipping semi-trailer series 44 and rear tipper series P or H
- not in combination with spare wheel holder at the front wall (tipping semi-trailers)
- Depending on the space available and design, it is optionally possible to enter the tipper body via access ladder on the side and handrail at the front wall.

Company:............................................................................................................. Sector:...................................................................................
Street:..................................................................................................................... City:............................................................................................
E-Mail:................................................................................................................... Phone/Fax:..................................................................................
Customer n°:...................................................................................................... Contact person:.................................................................

Chassis manufacturer:.................................................................

Fill in the data from the identification plate which can be found at the front of the tipper body

In case no identification plate is available please fill in the following:

MEILLER product: ☐ rear tipper
☐ tipping semi-trailer

X:...............mm
H: ☐ 0 mm
☐ 150 mm

Tipper operation: (please check)
☐ pneumatic
☐ i.s.a.r.-control

Tailgate version:
mechanical
☐ S1 outside-positioned inclined top-hinged
☐ S2 inside-positioned inclined top-hinged
☐ S3 outside-positioned inclined divided
☐ G1 outside-positioned vertical top-hinged

mechanical/hydraulic
☐ S4 outside-positioned inclined top-hinged or hydraulic
☐ S5 inside-positioned inclined top-hinged or hydraulic
☐ S6 inside-positioned inclined hydraulic

Examples:

Interior tipper body length..............................mm
Interior side wall height...............................mm
G4  outside-positioned vertical top-hinged or hydraulic
G6  inside-positioned vertical hydraulic
Inquiry and order form for MEILLER sliding tarpaulins for three-way tippers and tipping semi-trailers

Operation (please check):

☐ manual with crank
☐ electric with remote control

Tarpaulin material and colour (please check):

Standard:
PVC 650 g/m²

☐ RAL 7037 (dust grey)
☐ RAL 9005 (deep black)
☐ RAL 9006 (white aluminium)

Optional (upon request against surcharge):
PVC 650 g/m²

☐ RAL 1021 (rape yellow)
☐ RAL 2008 (bright red orange)
☐ RAL 3002 (carmine red)
☐ RAL 5002 (ultramarine blue)
☐ RAL 5010 (gentian blue)
☐ RAL 5012 (light blue)
☐ RAL 6001 (emerald green)
☐ RAL 6026 (opal green)
☐ RAL 7035 (light grey)

SI 360 g/m² (bitumen-resistant)¹

☐ RAL 9005 (deep black)

¹SI = silicone-coated polyester fabric, heat-resistant up to 200°C, necessary for asphalt work in combination with finishers

Further options (please check):

☐ electrical preparation in towing vehicle for tarpaulin operation of trailer
☐ electrical connecting cable between towing vehicle and trailer
☐ ladder to enter the tipper body
☐ tarpaulin canvas